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I. INTRODUCTION . ~

1. ' Complainants Paice LLC (“Paice”) and the Abell Foundation, Inc. (“Abell”)

(collectively, “C0mplainants”) request that the United States International Trade Commission V

commence an investigation pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19

U.S.C. § 1337 (“Section 337”), to remedy the unlawful importation into the United States, sale

for importation into the United States, and/or sale within the United States after importation by

the owner, importer, or consignee (or agents thereof), of certain hybrid electric vehicles and

components thereof (collectively referred to as “Accused Products”) that infringe valid and

enforceable United States patents owned by Complainants.

2. The proposed respondent is Ford Motor Company (“Ford” or “Respondent”).

Upon information and belief, Respondent has engaged in unfair acts in violation of Section 337

through and in connection with the unlicensed importation into the United States, sale for

importation into the United States, and/or sale within the United States after importation of

Accused Products that infringe one or more claims of United States Patent N0. 7,104,347 (“the

’347 Patent”); one or more claims of United States Patent N0. 7,237,634 (“the ’634 Patent”);

one or more claims of United States Patent N0. 7,455,134 (“the ’134 Patent”); one or more

claims of United States Patent N0. 7,559,388 (“the ’388 Patent”); and one or more claims of

United States Patent N0. 8,214,097 (“the ’O97Patent”). The ’347, ’634, ’134, ’388, and ’O97

C4Patents are collectively referred to herein as the Asserted Patents.”

-3. ’ Complainants assertthat Respondent directly infringes, contributorily infringes,

and/or induces the infringement of at least the following claims of the Asserted Patents

(collectively, “the Asserted Claims”), with independent claims in bold:

1
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Patent erted Claims‘
7,104,347 7,10, 15, 23, 24, 28, 31, 36, 37 '
7,237,634 6, 13, 16, 18, 25, 33, 53, 80, 94, 95, 98, 99, 100, 101, 112, 215,

235, 240, 267, 290
7,455,134 7, 18, 40
7,559,388
8,214,097 30, 32, 33, 34

4. Certified copies of the Asserted Patents accompany this Complaint as Exhibits 1

5. Copies of the prosecution histories of the Asserted Patents accompany this Complaint as

Appendices A-E.2

5. As required by Section 337(a)(2) and defined by Section 337(a)(3), an industry in

the United States exists relating to articles covered by the Asserted Patents. Paice has made

substantial investments in the United States in exploiting the Asserted Patents with respect to

licensing activities relating to the Asserted Patents. Moreover, Complainants’ licensees have

made substantial investments in plant and equipment, significant employment of labor and

capital in the United States relating to articles covered by the Asserted Patents, and substantial

investments in research and development in the United States regarding products practicing the

Asserted Patents. < _

6.‘ _ Complainants seek a permanent limited exclusion order, pursuant to Section

337(d), excluding from entry into.the United States all ofRespondent’s Accused Products that

infringe one or more claims of the Asserted Patents. Complainants also seek permanent cease

and desist orders, pursuant to Section 337(t), directing Respondent to cease and desist from

' As set forth in Section XI, some of the Asserted Claims have been found invalid by the Patent
Trial and Appeal Board (“PTAB”) as a result of inter partes review petitions filed by Ford.
Paice has appealed the invalidity findings to the Federal Circuit.

2Certified copies of the prosecution histories of the ’134 and ’388 Patents have been ordered and
will be submitted to the Commission upon receipt; certified copies of the prosecution histories of
the remaining Asserted Patents have been submitted.

1 2



activities including, but not limited to, importing, marketing, advertising, demonstrating,

warehousing inventory for distribution, offering for sale, selling, distributing, or using such '

Accused Products in the United States. Complainants also seek the imposition of a bond if

Respondent continues to import infringing articles during the 60-day Presidential review period,

pursuant tol9 U.S.C. § l337(j). ' '

A. . OVERVIEW

7. This is an action by Paice, a small Maryland-based company that invented

groundbreaking hybrid vehicle technology, and Abell, a Baltimore-based charitable organization

that is dedicated to fighting urban poverty and promotes social objectives by investing in

progressive local start-up companies. Paice and Abell are co-owners of multiple foundational

patents related to hybrid technology. _

8. From 1999 to 2004, Paice worked closely with Ford, including more than 100

interactions, teaching multiple departments across the company about its patented hybiid

technology. During this collaboration, Ford executives requested—and Paice provided

detailed modeling and component design work on hybrid versions of Ford’s vehicles. Ford

specifically asked Paice to collaborate on hybrid systems for several of its larger vehicles,

including the Escape, Excursion and Expedition, because Ford realized that the Prius technology

it was working on at the time could not be scaled up. Paice believed in good faith that a business

relationship between Paice and Ford would be mutually beneficial and advance the acceptance of

Paice’s technology. '

9. After learning everything it needed from Paice, Ford ended the business

relationship and used Paice’s patented technology in its hybrid vehicles without a license from

Paice. Furthermore, Ford also shared Paice’s technology in its joint projects with Toyota Motor

Company (“Toyota”), which ultimately took a global license for allof Paice’s patents in 2010

3 .



following years of litigation; Ford also took a license for one of Paice’s early patents (since

expired), and the parties entered into an arbitration agreement to resolve Ford’s infringement of

the Asserted Patents. However, Ford decided not to exercise its unilateral right to select

arbitration in lieu of litigation, forcing Paice and Abell to bring suit against Ford for patent

infringement in United States District Court. That litigation has been stayed pending the '

resolution of the twenty-five separate inter partes review petitions Ford filed in the U.S. Patent

Office. Despite Ford’s refusal to license Paice’s hybrid technology, Ford recently amiounced its

strong interest in increasing its efforts in hybrid vehicles. Ford announced that it intends to lead

in electrification by investing $4.5 billion into launching 13 new electrified vehicles by 2020. In

particular, Ford recently revealed that it will be selling hybrid versions of its Mustang sports car

and F-150 pick-up truck—a vehicle similar to those Paice worked on with Ford using Paice’s

patented technology. '

10. Complainants’ patents are just a few years from expiration and, consistent with

Ford’s treatment of Dr. Robert Kearns in the “Flash of Genius” intermittent windshield wiper

litigation, Ford seeks to delay and extend this dispute until Complainants’ patents have expired.

To avoid Ford’s “out-wait and out-spend” strategy, Complainants now turn to this Commission

for relief from Ford’s knowing and ongoing infringement. 

B. ' PAICE AND ABELL BACKGROUND ' 

~ ll. Paice is the creation of inventor Dr. Alex Severinsky, a well-respected and award

winning electrical engineer. Dr. Severinsky received a Ph.D. in electrical engineering in 1975

and left the Soviet Union for the United States in 1978, shortly before America struggled through

the second oil embargo. Having escaped standing in long lines to buy food in the Soviet Union,

Dr. Severinsky marveled that people in the U.S. were lining up for gasoline. He soon began

looking for ways to reduce Arnerica’s dependence on foreign oil. He studied a range of methods

4



of vehicle propulsion and concluded that a powertrain utilizing both intemal combustion engine

and electric motor power had the greatest potential for reducing fuel consumption without

sacrificing vehicle performance. V _2 ‘

12. In 1992, Dr. Severinsky fonned Paice (Power Assisted Intemal Combustion

Engine), and began developing and promoting hybrid electric vehicle technology that improves

fuel efficiency and lowers emissions while maintaining superior driving perfonnance. Paice was

accepted into the University of Maryland’s incubator program, which was created to foster

growth of promising start-up companies in the Maryland commtmity. ~

13. Through the incubator program, Paice was introduced to the Abell Foundation.

Over the past 60 years, Abell has donated more than $250 million to support worthwhile causes

across Maryland. While Abell focuses on caring for the underserved and underprivileged

through education, healthcare,>andhuman services initiatives, Abell also promotes national

social objectives, such as increasing energy efficiency. Abell invests in promising local

companies—including those focused on medical, technical, and environmental advances4with

the goal of creating local jobs and reinvesting any eamings back into the community it serves.

Consistent with this mission, Abell has invested millions of dollars over seventeen years to

support Paice’s efforts to develop and promote its innovative hybrid technology.

14. As a result of its inventive endeavors, Paice holds a number of foundational

patents related to hybrid vehicles. Paice has been awarded a total of 30 U.S. and foreign patents.

The Asserted Patents are all in the family of patents related to U.S. Patent N0. 6,209,672 (“the

’672 Patent”), which contains 14 U.S. patents stemming from applications originally filed in

1998. They are directed to hybrid vehicle technologies including methods of control to optimize

vehicle performance, fuel economy, and emissions efficiency. _
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15. In October 1999, Paice successfixlly demonstrated the benefits of its patented 

technology at Roush Industries, a U.S. engineering firm. Dynamometer testing of a Paice hybrid

powertrain prototype showed that Paice’s technology resulted in an improvement of 20 miles per

gallon (MPG) over a vehicle using a conventional gasoline engine.3 In fact, Paice’s prototype

achieved a mileage that was 16.5 MPG.greater than existing fuel economy standards (CAFE). 

Pai<:e’sprototype achieved this improvement in fuel economy without sacrificing vehicle

performance and while significantly reducing harmful emissions. In fact, the levels of regulated

emissions produced by Paice’s prototype, such as nitrogen oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC),

and carbon monoxide (CO), were so low that Paice had to acquire the most sensitive testing

9equipment available to detect the emissions. Paice s technology achieved regulated emissions

levels 95 percent below existing standardsf‘

16. Between 1999 and 2004, Paice workedvwith Ford, other major automakers, and

their suppliers to introduce the emissions and fuel economy advantages of using Paice’s patented

technology and to persuade them to license it. During this period, Paice presented its hybrid

vehicle teachings at conferences where it appeared on panels with Toyota and Ford, and authored

technical papers published by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE).5 In addition, Paice

3The Cadillac Coupe deVille achieved 24_MPGwith a V8 engine, while Paice’s prototype
model of that vehicle achieved 44 MPG using Paice-’stechnology and a 4-cylinder engine.

4See SAE Paper 02FCC-l 1l, “Hyperdlive as Powertrain'Successor,” by Dr. Alex Severinsky, et
al., Paice Corporation (2002). _ . V

5See, e.g., SAE Paper 02FCC-132, “The Opportunity for ICE Engines in a Hybrid World,” by,
Theodore Louckes, Paice Corporation, (2001); SAE Paper 2001-01-2826, “Fuel Economy and
Performance Impact of Hybrid Drive Systems in Light Trucks, Vans & SUV’s,” by Dr. Alex _
Severinsky, et al., Paice Corporation, (2001); SAE Paper 2002-21-0033, “Electronics as the
Comerstone of Future Fuel-efficient and Clean Vehicles,” by Dr. Alex Severinsky, et al., Paice
Corporation (2002). I - ' I '
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twice testified at Congressional hearings alongside major auto companies in 2001 and 2002

regarding the reform of the CAFE standards. V _

17. g The immense potential of Paice’s technology has been recognized by some of the

most prominent automotive engineers and engineering societies. Among the first was Robert "

Templin, a U.S.»auto industry icon famous for his work as chief engineer of Cadillac and

technical director of General Motor’s Research Laboratory. Mr. Templin devoted the remainder

of his life to Paice by serving as a member of the Paice Board of Directors for more than l5

years until his death in 2009. Additionally, Dr. Severinsky was assisted in inventing the

Asserted Patents by the late Theodore Louckes, an automotive engineer who spent 40 years at

General Motors and was Chief Engineer of Oldsmobile. Mr. Louckes served as Paice’s Chief

Operating Officer from 1998 through 2005. Dr. Severinsky was also awarded the prestigious

Thomas A. Edison Patent Award from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 2009,

and inducted into the University of Maryland Clark School of Engineering’s Innovation Hall of

Fame in 2008 for his pioneering work in developing hybrid teclmology. _

18. Moreover, Paice’s hybrid patents have been recognized as the most important in

the automotive industry. Griffith Hack, an Australian law finn specializing in intellectual

property, conducted an independent analysis of 58,000 hybrid vehicle technology patents in

2009-2010 and identified the most dominant hybrid vehicle patents in the world.

Acknowledging Paice’s cutting-edge work, the Griffith Hack study concluded that Paice owns

four of the world’s ten most dominant hybrid vehicle patents—more than Toyota, Ford, and

Honda Motor Company combined. Paice’s ’672 Patent (from which all of the Asserted Patents

claim priority) was ranked #1, and three other Paice patents were ranked #2, #4 and #7.
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19. Paice’s technology has now been licensed by several major automakers, including

Toyota, Ford, Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, and other confidential

licensees (“Confidential Licensees”). See Confidential Exhibit 99. Paice’s licensees include

some of the world’s largest automakers and together account for the majority of all hybrid

vehicle sales in the U.S. Each of these companies spent years corresponding with Paice, 

scrutinizing Paice’s patents, presenting on technical panels with Paice, or working closely with

Paice’s engineers to learn all they could about Paice’s technology. Paice, a small company with

limited resources, was forced to enter into successive litigation campaigns against them. 

20. Ford, which spent years learning Paice’s technology directly from Paice’s

engineers, signed a limited license in 2010 that applies only to Paice’s first patent and provided a
r

mechanism for the companies to negotiate a license on the rest of Paice’s portfolio. As discussed

above, the parties have not been able to reach agreement on Paice’s remaining patents.

C. INCEPTION OF THE PAICE AND FORD RELATIONSHIP

2l. Paice and Ford first began discussing Paice’s patented technology in August '

1999. Within weeks‘,Paice met with a series of high-level Ford executives, demonstrating

Ford’s intense interest in Paice’s hybrid technology. These executives included Chairman Bill

Ford Jr., Board Member Bill Ford Sr., Chief Executive Officer Jacques Nasser, Chief

Technology Officer Neil Ressler, and Head of North American Truck Gurminder Bedi. In

particular, Mr. Bedi was intrigued by the applicability of Paice’s hybrid technology to F0rd’s

larger vehicles, such as SUVs and trucks, for which he was responsible.

22. After Ford learned the details of Paice’s successful prototype testing at Roush

Industries in October 1999, Ford was eager to move forward with Paice. To enable Ford to

evaluate Paice’s proprietary technology, Ford and Paice entered into a nondisclosure agreement

in November l999 signed by CTO Neil Ressler and Chief Engineer of the Ford Escape Hybrid,
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Dr. Prabhakar Patil. Paice then presented Chairman Ford, CEO Nasser and CTO Ressler with a

proposal for pre-production development and licensing. ' _ _ '

23. On December 2, 1999, Chairman Bill Ford acknowledged Paice’s licensing

proposal in a personal letter to Paice:

- Thankyoufor sending the packet of material on PAICE. Yourvote of confidence
in thisproject is appreciated, and so are your warmfeelingsfor Ford. I am
lookingforward to getting a report on PAICEfrom Neil Ressler. The door is
always open to new ideas, and 1 want to thank you for keeping Ford in mind.

24. At Ford’s request, Paice repeated the demonstration of its proof of concept

prototype for Ford’s engineers at Roush Industries on December 8, 1999. Observing the tests

were key Ford personnel including Dr. Prabhakar Patil (Chief Engineer for the Ford Escape

Hybrid), who worked in product design, and Dr. Michael Tamor (Manager of Hybrid Systems

Design), who worked in research and development (R&D). Throughout Paice’s relationship

with Ford, Paice would be asked to work withboth R&D, which was in charge of evaluating new

technologies, and product design, which was responsible for designing the final vehicles (using

technologies supplied by R&D or component manufacturers) that would be produced for market.

C 25. ._ After the demonstration of Paice’s concept, Dr. (Tamor requested additional

details about Paice’s hybrid technology for evaluation. By December 16, 1999, Paice had

provided several technical documents teaching Ford key aspects of Paiceis technology and_

copies of Paice’s patent filings, including the application-forthe ’672 Patent, from which all of

the Asserted Patents claim priority. Paice was later advised that Dr. Tamor wrote-a favorable

report on Paice’s technology. ‘ i _ '

26. In January 2000, Paice and Ford entered into a second confidentiality agreement,

in which Ford recognized that Paice held patents and said that it would respect those rights.

However, Ford also said that it would not be liable for additional claims relating to thefl of trade
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secrets and would be free to share Paice’s unpatented teachings with others. Unbeknownst to

Paice, Ford was collaborating with Toyota on hybrid technology in this timeframe, and the trade

secrets provision would have allowed Ford to pass Paice’s teachings on to Toyota. '

27. As a result of these meetings between Ford’s senior management and Paice in

1999, Paice embarked on two years (2000-2001) of extensive modeling and component design

work on hybrid versions of various Ford vehicles, as detailed in Section l.E. In addition to

numerous meetings between Paice and Ford engineers and executives from R&D and product

design, Ford personnel communicated regularly and met internally to review Paice’s proprietary

technologies, including its fundamental method of control that maximizes driving performance,

fuel economy, and emissions efficiency. 9 ' 

1). FORD’S INTEREST ]1\lPAICE 

V28. Ford’s interest in Paice centered on the significant improvement in fuel economy

that Paice’s hybrid technology could deliver while maintaining driving performance and

reducing emissions. By the time Paice began working with Ford in late 1999, Ford had been

struggling to address challenges related to its fleet’s fuel economy. Driven by the success of the

Ford Explorer and Expedition SUVs and the F-150 pick-up truck, Ford was selling more trucks

than cars, and the EPA ranked its fleet worst in fuel economy among the top six automakers.

29. Ford had begun working on a hybrid version of Ford’s Escape SUV in early

1999-——severalmonths before meeting with Paice. Dr. Patil was put in charge of product design

for the Ford Escape Hybrid program, Ford’s first effort to build a commercial hybrid vehicle.

However, having previously failed to develop a high mileage vehicle, Ford looked outward for

commercially viable hybrid technology. i , » _

30. Ford first turned to Toyota. Dr. Patil went for a test drive in the first generation

Toyota Prius with then-Chairman of Ford, Alex Trotman. As they suspected, the first generation
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Prius sacrificed too much in performance. Nonetheless, Ford made the decision in 1999 to adopt

the Toyota Prius technology for the_FordEscape Hybrid. Ford’s initial intention was to simply

purchase all or substantially all of the Toyota Prius first generation hybrid powertrain to be

rebranded as the Ford Escape Hybrid system. - V . p '

' 31. Byithe time Ford began discussions with Paice, Ford’s engineers recognized that

the first generation Toyota Prius’s method of control sacrificed too much perfonnance, including

acceleration, drivability, and hill-climbing. Ford’s engineers also had growing concerns that the

Toyota Prius technology would result in a significant cost premium and that the Toyota Prius

topology had limitations related to its scalability for Ford’s larger vehicles.

32. Topology andlmethod of control are two important aspects of hybrid vehicle

technology. As used in this Complaint, hybrid “technology” (e.g., “Paice’s technology” or

“Toyota’s first generation Prius technology”) refers to both topology and method of control. In

the automotive industry, the selection and arrangement of the physical components (such as

electric motors, internal combustion engine, and gear assemblies) is often referred to as the

vehicle’s “topology” or “architecture.” "The“method of control” is the software and algorithms

that dictate how those components interact with one another to drive the car. While Paice

developed a preferred topology, Paice’s patented method of control can be applied to any

topology, including the Toyota Prius topology. ' »

33. The Toyota Prius topology includes what is often referred to as an electronic

continuously variable transmission (or “eCVT”). While the eCVT-based topology has many

advantages, it faces specific challenges in scalability for larger vehicles. Because eCVTs require

larger power components and cooling systems, they can result in additional costs and challenges

in “packaging,” or properly designing those components to fit inside the vehicle, especially when
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the components have been scaled up for a larger vehicle. In addition, the range of output torque

that is required for heavy towing can easily exceed the range that is reasonably practical for an

eCVT, which limits the towing capacity of an eCVT-based hybrid.

34. Though scalability of the eCVT-based topology is not a concern for smaller

vehicles like the Prius, scalability was highly relevant to Ford,'which was interested in

hybridizing its larger vehicles. Ford still worked with Toyota in integrating the first generation

Prius technology into the Escape Hybrid, but Ford’s concerns regarding vehicle perfonnance and

scalability drove its desire to leam all it could from Paice in 2000 and 2001. Ford learned that

Paice’s method of control, which addresses the performance concerns of the first generation

Prius, could be applied to any topology. Ford also learned that Paice’s preferred topology could

address the scalability issues for hybridizing larger vehicles.

35. Throughout Ford’s collaboration with Paice, Ford remained under pressure to

develop a high mileage vehicle. In April 2000, the brewing crisis around its SUVs prompted Bill

Ford to announce that Ford would address the ‘excessivefuel consumption of standard SUVs.

Mr. Ford promised that by 2003, Ford would start selling a no-compromise, hybrid version of a

high-volume‘SUV. -He also set a goal for Ford to improve SUV fuel economy by 25% by 2005.

Every year during this period, the NHTSA continued to rank Ford near last among the top six

automakers. As a result, Ford continued to draw criticism from environmental advocates.

E. ‘PAICEAND FORD HYBRID EFFORTS

1. Ford Research & Development ' "

36. Paice was first asked to work with Ford’s R&D for an assessment of Paice’s

technology. Paice’s main contact at Ford was Jim Clarke, Head of Advanced Powertrain

Engineering. Paice worked closely with Mr. Clarke and his R&D team for a year on two
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different Ford vehicles (the Excursion and the Escape), only for Mr. Clarke to end discussions

with Paice immediately after Paice proposed a licensing fee for its patented technology.

" a) Development of Hybrid Ford Excursion —Jim Clarke

37, When Mr. Clarke first wrote_a letter asking Paice to develop a commercial '

concept on Ford’s behalf on April 27, 2000, he stated that Paice’s technology “could result in

significant increased fuel economy and [is] of great interest to Ford Motor Company.-” Mr.

Clarke requested that Paice adapt its hybrid technology to the Excursion, Ford’s largest SUV,

which had the lowest fuel economy of Ford’s vehicles. '

38. Mr. Clarke’s Advanced Powertrain Engineering department sent the technical

data and specifications for the Excursion to Paice in June 2000. Paice then met with Mr.

Clarke’s team in August, September, and October 2000 to review Paice’s technology, especially

in regards to the progress Paice had made applying that technology to the Ford Excursion. ‘Ford

was satisfied with Paice’s progress in the modeling and component design work and told Paice

that these activities were yielding good results.

39. In_December2000, afier Paice delivered extensive modeling and component

design work on the hybrid version of the Excursion, Mr. Clarke met with the entire Paice team.’
_ \

He reported that the Paice modeling, whichdemonstrated an 80% improvement in fuel economy,

was very attractive to Ford. Mr. Clarke also noted that several other hybrid efforts were

underway at Ford, but indicated that the fuel economy gains offered by these programs were V

modest and that they were otherwise not commercially attractive." '

40. "- Mr. Clarke once again expressed Ford’s interest in Paice’s system control concept

in a letter dated January 1.9,2001-._R&D’s evaluation of Paice’s technology had been positive

enough for Mr. Clarke to tell Paice that Ford would “support the design phase outlined by

[Paice] with the necessary technical information.” Upon satisfactory completion of the design 
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phase, Mr. Clarke also said that Ford was “prepared to join Paice in the prototype phase which

will provide drivable Excursion vehicles with PAICE Drive.”

_ 41. Paice immediately began meeting with prospective automotive parts suppliers to

initiate planning for the build out of the prototype Ford requested.

b) Development of Hybrid Ford Escape —Jim Clarke ._

42. In December 2000, Mr. Clarke had also advised Paice that it would be necessary

to demonstrate its technology in Ford’s smaller Escape Hybrid SUV. As previously noted, R&D

had been working on an Escape Hybrid using Toyota’s first generation Prius technology. Mr.

Clarke explained that the Prius-based Escape Hybrid program had encountered significant issues,

including “a $5,500 cost premium” and “only modest” fuel economy gains. He described the

Toyota Prius-based Escape Hybrid as nothing more than a “PR event.” Of the two technologies

R&D was evaluating, Mr. Clarke thought that the Paice system could deliver"the improvements

necessary to make the Escape Hybrid an actual commercial success. ~

43. In January 2001, Paice presented Ford with detailed computer-modeling results

comparing an Escape Hybrid designed with Paice’s technology against a conventional, non

hybrid Escape. The data demonstrated the fuel economy improvements of Paice’s technology

over the conventional vehicle. .

44. Mr. Clarke reviewed the results and told Paice that the next step was to compare

its technology to the competing hybrid technology being studied by Ford: the first generation

Prius technology. Paice would need to prove that (1) its technology was at least on par with the

mileage and performance of the Escape Hybrid currently under development with the first

generation Prius teclmology and that (2) Paice’s technology could be scaled up to a larger

vehicle. Mr. Clarke commented, “If we are going to sit down with current [Ford hybrid electric

vehicle team members] and tell them that their ‘baby is ugly,’ we must have a story to tell.”
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45. According to Mr. Clarke, Ford had concluded that Toyota’s hybrid technology

contributed little to the fLl€leconomy improvement in the first generation Toyota Prius. Instead,

the improved mileage was in large part the result of the Prius’s other features, such as its A

aerodynamic body and low rolling resistance tires. Mr. Clarke said Ford believed Paice’s

technology was the key to real fuel economy improvement.

46._ Since Ford was not in a_position to fund the project internally, Mr. Clarke directed

Paice to the Ford Technology Venture Frmd, a Ford-owned fund with the flexibility to invest in

and support startups with promising new technologies. In early February 2001, the Ford

Technology Venture Fund informed Paice that it intended to make a substantial equity

investment in Paice.

' 47. In mid-February 2001, Mr. Clarke advised Paice that Ford, the Ford Technology

Venture Fimd, and the Office of the General Counsel needed to define the business arrangement

between Ford and Paice._Mr. Clarke asked about ownership of the intellectual property and

commented that Ford generally preferred to pay for technology up-front. According to Mr.

Clarke, Ford would consider royalties, but they could not be open-ended. Mr. Clarke repeated to

Paice that Ford was interested in the Paice technology, but before moving forward to the

comparison between the Prius-based Escape and the Paice.Escape, it would be necessary to

define the business agreement between Paice and Ford. ' ‘

~ 48. On March 19, 2001, Paice sent Ford a draft business agreement. Although Paice _

stated that the financial terms could take a number of forms, it proposed a key role for Paice as

the supplier of the Paice Drive Controller, which would include proprietary Paice control

algorithms. Paice suggested an initial fee of $350 per unit.
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‘ 49. The very next day, Clarke’s team suddenly claimed that “Ford could-apply any of

[Paiee’s teachings] at any time,” withoutpaying for a license. Once Ford had seen Paiee’s

proposal, Ford no longer wanted to discuss compensating Paice for its technology. Mr. Clarke

made it plain that he no longer wanted to work with Paice, despite how closely he had

collaborated with Paice over the past year and how he had reassured Paice every step of the way

that Ford remained keenly interested in Paiee’s technology.

50. It is not clear to Paice which of thethree departments that reviewed its business ‘

plan—R&D, Ford Technology Venture F1md,6and Office of the_General Counsel—opposed

compensating Paice for its technology and led Mr. Clarke to reverse his position on Paice’s

technology, which he had found so promising over the previous year of testing and modeling.

2. Ford Product Design 

_ 51. Paice’s collaboration with Ford would have ended here butfor the product design

teams at Ford that continued independently communicating with Paice and asking Paice to

conduct several rounds of modeling and component design work on Ford vehicles.

52. Among them was Dr. Prabhakar Patil (Chief Engineer of the Escape Hybrid), who

Paice met with in May 2001 at the request of Richard Parry-Jones, Head of Global Product

Development. Mr. Parry-Jones reported to the Ford CEO and was directly in charge of the R&D

teams, including Mr. Clarke’s, but had broader responsibilities that included the design of

components for Ford products around the globe. The fact that Mr. Parry-Jones knew of Paice’s'

history with Mr. Clarke yet still instructed Mr. Parry-Jones to meet with Paice again ‘

demonstrates the continued high-level interest in Paice’s_hybrid technology by Ford.

6Ford Technology Venture Fund was affiliated with Ford Global Technologies, which was led
by the Assistant General Counsel and housed Ford’s intellectual property attorneys.
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~ 53. At that meeting, Dr. Patil informed Paice that Paice needed a broader audience

than R&D to promote Paice’s technology through the company. Encouraged by Dr. Patil’s

advice and Mr. Parry-Jones’s interest, Paice continued to respond to the various Ford

departments that asked for more insight into Paice’s technology. In particular, Paice began

working with more of Ford’s product design engineers. Paice hoped that the product design

engineers would become the “broader audience” that would move forward the Paice/Ford

project, which Paice had already put considerable time and expense into over the past year. 

54. While Paice would spend the next year working closely with F0rd’s product

design teams for the Ford Expedition and the Ford Escape, Paice would also continue to broaden

its audience at Ford by working with other parts of the company. For example, in June 2001,

Paice attended two overseas meetings set up by Ford executives Martin Leach and Mark Fields:

one with Ford Europe in Cologne and one with Mazda in Hiroshima. Paice presented on

modeling results for representative vehicles (the Ford Europe Transit and the Mazda Tribute). In

the correspondence that followed, Paice’s technology was extensively discussed.

i a) Design of Hybrid Ford Expedition —Gurminder Bedi

‘ 55. The first product design team Paice began working with was Ford North

American Truck. In April 2001, as Mr. Clarke’s team in R&D stopped communicating with

Paice,'his boss Mr. Parry-Jones had suggested that Paice begin working with Gurminder Bedi,

Head of Ford North American Truck. Mr. Bedi was also in the chain of command for the Escape

Hybrid program. Of note, Mr. Bedi was one of the first from Ford to meet with Paice in August

1999, days afier Paice’s initial meetings with CEO Jacques Nasser, CTO Neil Ressler, Chairman

Bill Ford Jr., and Board member Bill Ford, Sr., and-again in September 1999.

~ ' 56. ’ Mr. Bedi wasaware that the Escape Hybrid product design team was having 

problems with the performance of the first generation Toyota Prius method of control. In
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addition, he recognized that Paice’s technology could potentially address the cost, perfonnance

and packaging issues Ford was facing with the first generation Prius-based topology in Ford‘s

larger vehicles. Mr. Bedi met with Paice on June 14, 2001 and requested a five-phase plan for

developing a Paice production prototype of the Ford Expedition SUV, which used the same

platfonn as the Ford F-150 pick-up truck.

57. i Throughout June, Paice had multiple meetings with senior managers in Mr.

Bedi’s group. Representatives from the Escape Hybrid product design team also attended some

of the meetings. At a July 3, 2001 meeting with Paice, Mr. Bedi’s group relayed that (l) Ford

now believed some level of ownership of Paice’s technology would be wise and (2) Mr. Bedi’s

group planned to meet with Mark Nimphie, Head of Ford Global Technology Planning, to

review Paice’s modeling and component design work that was underway. Mr. Nimphie’s job 

was to keep abreast of all developing technologies in order to ensure that Ford’s R&D engineers

were working on the technologies that Ford’s product design teams would need to create vehicles

that would be competitive in the future.

58. In September 2001, WhilePaicc was awaiting adecision and approval by Mr.

Bedi, Mr. Bedi’s position was eliminated; Mr. Bedi left"Ford and Paice lost a champion for its

hybrid technology. 

b) Design of Hybrid Ford Escape —Mark Nimphie

59. In addition to Mr. Clarke, Paice had reached out to Mark Nimphie, who was

focused on product design for the Escape Hybrid and saw the need to revisit Paice’s technology

for the project. On June 1, 2001, Mr. Nimphie led a meeting between Paice and a ntunber of

Ford personnel. The meeting included representatives from three of Ford’s research ‘

departments, as well as Escape Hybrid product design engineers.
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60. The purpose of the meeting was for Ford to request that Paice perform the study

Mr. Clarke.had suggested was Paice’s next step before ending his relationship with Paice: a

comparison of an Escape HEV system using the first generation Toyota Prius-based topology

(“Prius-biasedEscape Hybrid”) and an HEV‘system utilizing Paice’s preferred topology (“Paice

based Escape Hybrid”). Paice’s objective was twofold: (l) prove that its preferred topology was

significantly better than the first generation Toyota Prius-based approach, and (2) prove that even

on a Toyota Prius-based topology, Paice’s method of control performed better than the Toyota’s

first generation method of control. . _

61. Ford told Paice that, in order to analyze Paice’s work, Ford needed to get very

specific information about Paice’s drivetrain technology such as “information on gearing

configurations (for both the Prius and Paice systems) [including] differential gear ratio,

transmission gearing, traction motor, engine, axle, etc.” Paice provided this information.

62. On July 30, 2001, Paice sent to Mr. Nimphie’s team the completed modeling and

component design work that Ford had requested comparing a Prius-based Escape Hybrid, a

Paice-based Escape Hybrid, and a mixed topology Escape Hybrid._The mixed topology Escape

Hybrid kept the eCVT but also included some of Paice’s patented teachings, such as higher

voltage electric motors. Because Paice did not _haveaccess to the method of control used in the

first generation Toyota Prius, Paice applied its patented method of control for all three topologies

that Paice designed for the Escape Hybrid tests; The vehicles modeled in the three Escape .

Hybrid studies were analyzed with towing capacities of both 1500 lb. and 3500 lb. and 2-wheel '

drive and 4-wheel drive configurations. . »

63. Through all of the detailed torque, power, and gearing analysis in the studies,

Paice proved to Ford that Paice’s preferred topology provided substantial improvements in fuel
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economy, emissions efficiency, and driving performance over the first generation Prius topology.

The mixed topology also perfonned better than the first generation Prius topology, but less well

than the Paice preferred topology. V‘ 

64. Furthermore, Paice noted to Ford that Paice was confident that the fiiel economy

gains of the Paice system would have been even more impressive had Paice been able to

compare an Escape Hybrid using Paice’s preferred topology and method of control to an Escape

Hybrid using Toyota’s first generationtopology and method of control. Recall that Paice did not

have access to the first generation Prius’s method of control, which Ford had earlier concluded

contributes little to the Prius’s fuel economy, and therefore applied its patented method of

control to all three Escape topologies in the studies.

65. Mr. Nimphie’s group circulated Paice’s studies to representatives of three Ford

research departments—Mr. Clarke’s Advanced Powertrain Engineering, Dr. Tamor’s Ford

Hybrid Systems Design, and John Wallace’s THINK (electric drive) Group—as well as to the

Ford Escape Hybrid product design team. - .

66. On August 3, 2001, Mr. Nimphie told Paice that its technology appeared to

present real advantages but they needed to be demonstrated more clearly—~perhapswith

additional testing. He further explained that Paice was fighting an uphill battle because Ford was

unlikely to deviate from the Toyota Prius-based approach and pursue a second hybrid approach

due to the added cost and risk for incremental gain. ' _

67. On August 6, 2001, Paice provided additional testing using different engines at

Ford’s request,_againdemonstrating improvements in fuel economy by Paice?s technology in

each case. Paice also showed that the Paice preferred Escape Hybrid topology resulted in a i

substantially lower cost—the key in automotive marketability.
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68. Paice and Ford were scheduled to meet on August 23, 2001 to review Paice’s

modeling and packaging work on the Toyota Prius vs. the Paice approaches, but Ford abruptly

cancelled on August 22, 2001, noting that Dr. Tamor (Manager of Hybrid Systems Design) was

in Japan. The meeting was never rescheduled and Mr. Nimphie stopped Workingwith Paice.

3. Conclusions from Paice’s Modeling for Ford (2000-2001)

' 69. _InOctober 2001, Ford advised Paice that while the “Paice System was found

viable,” Ford had already committed its resources to developing a Toyota Prius-based Escape

and was no longer interested in Paice’s technology. Ford further commented that “if Ford was

starting now it might consider Paice,” but that Ford believed “the Toyota system could be

tweaked to achieve the Paice level.” With these statements, Ford revealed that it had decided

to move forward with Toyota’s first generation Prius topology, to which it had already invested

nearly three years of engineering. Ford further revealed that it believed that Ford could integrate

Paice’s method of control teachings into the Toyota Prius-based Escape Hybrid design

allowing it to achieve Paice’s results without paying for a license.

70. In November 2001, Ford and Toyota announced that they had selected the .type of

vehicle and technology for their first jointly-developed hybrid. Ford and Toyota planned to

apply this jointly developed system to a future model. As part of these collaborations, Paice

believes that Ford and Toyota discussed Paice’s patented technology in the 2000 to 2002

timeframe. By 2002, Toyota had moved beyond its poorly performing first generation Prius, and

was nearing completion of an improved second generation Prius—which would use Paice’s

patented technol0gy.7 Toyota would not license its second generation technology to Ford.

7Toyota later licensed all of Paice’s patented hybrid technology after litigation over Toyota’s
second generation hybrid technology.
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71. By this time, Ford had also come to the consensus that “the ‘[first generation]

Prius system’ is not really the choice for product beyond the Escape.” It was clear to Paice

that Ford had encountered the following limitations with the first generation Toyota Prius

technology: (l) the Toyota Prius-based topology could not be scaled above an Escape for

packaging reasons, (2) the Escape with the Toyota Prius-based topology could not tow above "

1000 lbs., and (3) the Escape with the Toyota Prius-based method of control did not provide

enough performance or fuel economy.

72. Most importantly, it was clear to Paice that those issues with the Prius-based

Escape Hybrid technology had led Ford to their logical conclusion: while the Prius-based

topology was fine for smaller vehicles, Ford could not use the Prius-based topology to hybridize

any vehicle larger than the Escape. It was impractical. Instead, for any vehicle larger than the

Escape, Ford would need to use both Paice’s topology and Paice’s method of control to

overcome the packaging, performance, cost, mileage, and emissions challenges.

73. Ford had likely realized that it would also need Paice’s method of control to

hybridize any vehicle the size of the Escape or smaller. Ford could keep the Prius-based eCVT

topology in the smaller vehicles without packaging issues, but the first generation Prius’s method

of control did not provide the necessary driving performance and fuel economy for a

commercially viable hybrid vehicle—which Paice had proven its method of control did.

_ 74. Thus, Ford would need to use Paice’s method of control to produce a

commercially viable hybrid version of any of its vehicles,_regardlessof whether the vehicle used

an eCVT or an alternative topology, such as that preferred by Paice. Despite Ford’s conclusion

that it needed to use Paice’s~patented hybrid technology, Ford wanted to use the technology

without compensation to Paice. i
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F. FORD ABANDONSTOYOTA’S FIRST GENERATION TECHNOLOGY

75. In November 2002, after nearly four years of engineering on the Escape Hybrid,

Ford reversed course and announced that it would not be buying all of Toyota’s first generation

Prius technology. Ford concluded it could not be saddled with Toyota’s problematic first

generation method of control while its rival was busy creating an improved next-generation

hybrid that Ford did not have access to. Phil Martens, Ford’s Vice President of Vehicle

Programs and Processes whose team Paice had met with at Mazda in 2001, said it was now

“critical” for Ford to develop its own hybrid control software. Redeveloping the method of

control was especially vital because Ford had decided it could not also afford to redesign its

hybrid topology. Ford was chained to the first generation Prius topology, but knew that its

Escape Hybrid needed to perform better than the first generation Prius had. At this point, the

Escape Hybrid was almost a year behind schedule. ' '

76. In April 2003, advanced prototypes of the Ford Escape Hybrid and the second

generation Toyota Prius debuted at the New York Auto Show. Dr. Severinsky was stunned with

what he saw—Ford’s motor sizes and characteristics were remarkably similar to the Prius-based

Escape Hybrid that Paice had designed for the modeling and analysis ‘requestedby Ford. Dr.

Severinsky also deduced that Ford was using Paice’s patented method of control. Dr. Severinsky

wrote a letterthat very day to Dr. Patil of the Escape Hybrid program about his observations. He

included the modeling and analysis Paice had done in July and August 2001 that compared -the

first generation Prius-based Escape Hybrid, the mixed topology Escape Hybrid, and the Paice

Escape Hybrid. - i i

77. Dr. Severinsky also concluded that the second generation Toyota Prius was not

only using Paice’s patented method of control and high voltage concepts-—whichPaice had

taught Ford in good faith, without knowledge that Ford and Toyota were collaborating during the
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same ti1nefra1ne—_butwas also using the topology Paice had designed specifically for Ford’s

mixed topology Escape Hybrid. When Dr. Severinsky realized that the second generation

Toyota Prius had adopted Paice’s patented technology, albeit without permission, he felt

vindicated. Toyota ultimately licensed all of Paice’s patented hybrid technology after years of

litigation with ailicense grant covering all of Toyota’s vehicles practicing Paice’s patents.

78. In May 2003, as a follow-up to the New York Auto Show, Paice contacted Ford

to emphasize Ford’s need for a second generation vehicle, especially in light of the second

generation Prius, which “approach[ed] the characteristics found in the Paice Hyperdrive system.”

Ford replied that it was not interested in working with Paice.

G. FORD USES PAICE’S PATENTED TECHNOLOGY INSTEAD—
WITHOUT A LICENSE ~

79_.' However, by September 2003, Ford’s “no compromise” Escape Hybrid had fallen

behind schedule again. Shortly after Ford announced the delay of the Escape Hybrid, Dr. Tamor,

Manager of Hybrid Systems Design, and other Ford engineers arranged another meeting with

Paice. In view of the success of the second generation Toyota Prius, which used Paice’s

technology, Paice hoped that Ford had finally realized that it needed to collaborate with Paice 

and license Paice’s technology to compete in the hybrid vehicle market. ~

80. Paice had numerous face-to-face meetings and correspondence between

November 2003' and February 2004‘WithFord engineers and managers. Paice also prepared an

intellectual property summary on its technology per Ford’s request. Paice representatives

reminded Ford that (1) Paice’s technology can be scaled up to cover an entire range of light

vehicless and assures the greatest fuel economy improvement without loss of performance or

8The term “light vehicles” encompasses cars, SUVs, and pickup trucks.
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emissions efficiency, and (2) Paice is willing to share its patented technology through a licensing

arrangement. "Acopy of the summary was shared with Dr. Tamor and others.

81. In March 2004,"Bruce Blythe (Ford Chief Strategy Officer) directed Chuck

Centivany (Ford Director of Strategic Planning) to meet with Paice to review the Paice

technology yet again. Mr. Blythe reported directly to Chairman Bill Ford. After a final in-depth

review of Paice’s technology, Ford told Paice on April 6, 2004 that on the advice of Advanced

Research and the Office of the General Counsel, it wouldnot be licensing Paice’s technology.

82. At this point, Advanced Engineering and the Office of the General Cormsel knew

that Ford had already leamed all aspects of Paice’s technologypata detailed level. Paice had

provided Ford with key functionality of Paice’s method of control and results of intricate

modeling from 2001-2002 and Ford had simply decided to use Paice’s teachings Without

compensating Paice for its patented technology. _

83. Also in March 2004, Toyota and Ford announced that Ford had licensed Toyota’s

hybrid technology patents for use in Ford’s hybrids. As previously noted, Toyota was in nun

using Paice’s hybrid technology in its second generation Prius and would ultimately take a global

license for all of Paice’s patents. ' V

84. eln October 2004, Ford finally released the Escape Hybrid. However, Ford’s

hybrid programs were troubled by a series of departures by key engineers and serious financial

issues, which had Ford’s Board facing bankruptcy in early 2006. - '

- i 85. In December 2006, Ford’s newly appointed CEO Alan Mulally desperately turned

again to Toyota for assistance with Ford’s hybrid programs, but found the door closed this time.

Toyota’s Chairman informed Mr. Mulally that Toyota was not willing to allow its suppliers to .
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sell Ford more of the necessary hybrid components for an eCVT-based hybrid, work with Ford

on developing new powertrain technologies, or join Ford in an alliance.

86. In June 2008, Ford introduced its second-generation hybrid, the Fusion, to the

press. With 41 MPG in the city and 36 MPG on the highway, it was a blow to archrival Toyota,

roundly beating the Camry Hybrid to claimthe title of most fuel-efficicnt mid-sized sedan in

America. The Ford Hybrid Fusion would go on to win 2010 North American Car of the Year.

Ford’s mileage gains were the direct result of Ford’s use of Paice’s patented technology.

87. In January 2009, Bill Ford amiounced an aggressive new electrification strategy,

detailing plans to bring a new hybrid and electric vehicles to market by the end of 2012. Later

that year, Ford became the first automaker to receive a loan from the U.S. Department of Energy

retooling program. Ford used this capital to make good on Bill Ford’s promise and introduce its

third generation hybrids in 2012, including the Accused Products: the Fusion Hybrid, the Fusion

Plug-In Hybrid, and the Lincoln MKZ Hybrid. Each of these vehicles is the product of Ford’s

knowing and ongoing infringement of Paice’s patents.

H. PAICE AND FORD LITIGATION ' '

88. On December 28, 2005, Ford filed a Complaint for Declaratory Judgment and

Demand for Jury Trial against Paice in Detroit, Michigan——sevendays after the jury in Paice’s

case against Toyota reached a verdict of infringement on claims 11 and 39 of Paice’s first patent,

U.S. Patent No. 5,343,970 (“the ’970 patent”). Ford was apparently worried that Paice would

pursue an action against Ford and wanted to control venue. Ford filed its complaint in Detroit,

but chose not to serve the complaint on Paice, so no scheduling was fixed. On May l9, 2006,

District Judge B_attaniordered that Ford show cause why the case against Paice should not be

dismissed for failure to timely serve the complaint. Ford ultimately effected service, over seven

months after filing the complaint. .
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89. Paice is a small company and its resources were devoted to its litigation with

Toyota when Ford filed its declaratory judgment complaint. In addition, Paice has always

preferred licensing to litigation, and had never threatened Ford with suit. In October 2006, these

factors led Paice to file a motion to dismiss the Ford complaint for declaratory judgment for lack

of subject matter jurisdiction, or in the altemative to transfer venue to the district where the

Toyota litigation was pending. One month later, Ford opposed Paice’s motion to dismiss, and in

February 2007, Judge Battani dismissed Ford’s case because Paice had always offered to license

Ford and had not threatened Ford with litigation.

90. In May 2010, as Paice’s litigation against Toyota progressed, Paice turned its

attention back to Ford and filed a complaint against Ford alleging infringement of the ’97O

patent. Ford entered into a license agreement with Paice on July 15, 2010, that covered Paice’s

now-expired ’97Opatent. The parties were not able to resolve Ford’s infringement of Paice’s

later patents, including the Asserted Patents, and instead entered into a litigation standstill _

agreement until January 1, 2014. The agreement gave Ford the unilateral right to select

arbitration in lieu of litigation.

91. On July 19, 2010, Paice and Toyota entered into a global settlement on all‘Paice

U.S. and foreign patents. The tenns of the settlement are confidential, but Paice believes the

license that Toyota signed is fair and reflective of the value ‘ofthe Paice technology.

' 92. In accordance with the arbitration agreement, Paice gave fonnal written notice to _

Ford of its infringement of the Asserted Patents on October 3, 2013. Paice met with Ford to

discuss settlement and licensing of the Asserted Patents, but the negotiations were short and one

sided. Ford decided not to arbitrate, forcing Paice once again to litigate its patents against a large

and powerful corporation. In 2014, Paice and Abell filed a patent infiingement suit against -Ford
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for five of Ford’s hybrid vehicles. That lawsuit has been stayed pending the resolution

of twenty-five separate inter partes review petitions filed by Ford in the U.S. Patent Office. t

I. FORD AND ITS HYBRIDS TODAY

93. At present, Toyota, Hyundai, and Ford are among the leaders in the use of hybrid

technology in the automotive industry in the U.S. Toyota sold its first Prius in the U.S. in 2000.

By mid-2013, it had sold over two million Toyota and Lexus hybrids in the U.S. Toyota

currently offers 13 hybrid models for sale in the U.S. market. Ford introduced its first hybrid

vehicle——theEscape Hybrid—in October 2004 (though it was discontinued in 2012) and

currently offers five hybrid models for sale in the U.S. While Toyota still leads the U.S. hybrid

vehicle market, Ford and Hyundai have gained considerable ground over the last year. These 1

automakers all use Paice’s patented technology.

94. Paice acted in good faith in all of its business dealings with Ford over the period

of their relationship, teaching multiple departments within Ford all aspects of Paice’s hybrid

vehicle technology. From 1999 to 2004, Paice taught Ford how to implement Paice’s patented

hybrid vehicle technology through extensive engineering work and communications. Paice

responded to all of Ford’s requests for information, modeling, and component design work on .

the belief that Paice and Ford would come to a business agreement. V .

95. Ford, however, simply took Paicefs technology for the design of its own vehicles,

and for its collaborations with Toyota, without license _orpennission from Paice. Ford used

Paice’s fundamental patented technology and teachings to build its commercially viable hybrids.

Toyota, the market leader, and Hyundai, another large manufacturer of hybrids, took global

licenses to all of Paice’s patents in 2010 and 2015, respectively. In April 2016, Paice filed a

complaint at the International Trade Commission against Volkswagen, Audi, and Porsche; that

investigation was terminated after the parties entered into a settlement agreement in December
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2016. It is simply unfair to Paice and other automakers to permit Ford to “free ride” and use this

key technology without compensation. Ford too must acknowledge Paice’s critical contributions

to Ford’s success with its hybrid vehicles and provide Paice with just returns on its technology

investment. V . ‘

. 96. Ford has and will continue to infringe Paice’s patents by, for example, selling .

unlicensed hybrid vehicles throughout the United States, unless it is excluded from importing its

infringing hybrids into the U.S.

97. At the end of 2016, Paice again reached out to Ford in the hopes of initiating a

settlement and licensing discussion that would allow the parties to avoid further costly litigation.

On January 18, 2017, Paice met with Ford to discuss settlement and licensingof the Asserted

Patents, but the negotiations were once more short and one-sided. To focus the parties’

discussion, Paice offered to provide Ford a drafl;copy of this complaint, which Ford refused even

to take or review. Ford’s repeated rejections of Paice’s efforts to develop a business solution

have left Paice with no choice but to tum to this Commission for relief from Ford’s knowing and

ongoing infringement. 9 _ .

K98. In view of the facts alleged above, Ford has knowledgeof Paice’s patents and its

products’ infringement.

II. COMPLAINANTS _ . _

. 99. Complainants Paice and Abell jointly own all right, title, and interest in each

Asserted Patents. Certified copies of the recorded assignments of the Asserted Patents

accompany this Complaint as Exhibits 6-28. » _,

100. Paice LLC is a Delaware limited liability company with a place of business at 111

South Calvert Street, Suite 2310, Baltimore, Maryland.
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101. Abell Foundation, Inc. is a Maryland corporation with a place of business at 11l

South Calvert Street, Suite 2300, Baltimore, Maryland. Abell is a non-profit charitable I

organization and is a partial equity owner of Paice. .

102. One of Complainants’ licensees is Hyundai Motor Company, a Korean automaker

that manufactures and sells hybrid electric vehicles. Hyundai Motor Company is a Korean

company located at 231 Yangjae-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul, South Korea 137-938. Its subsidiary,

Hyundai Motor America, is a California corporation with a place of business at 10550 Talbert

Ave., Fountain Valley, CA 92728. Hyundai Motor Company and Hyundai Motor America

(collectively, “Hytmdai”) sell, market, distribute, and repair the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid in the

United States. '

103. Another one of Complainants’ licensees is Kia Motors Corporation, a Korean

automaker that manufactures and sells hybrid electric vehicles. Kia Motors,Corporation is a

Korean company located at 231 Yangjae-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul, South Korea 137-938. Its

subsidialy, Kia Motors America, Inc., is a Califomia corporation with a place of business at 111

Peters Canyon Rd., Irvine, CA 92606. Kia Motors Corporation and Kia Motors America

(collectively, “Kia”) sell, market, distribute, and repair the Kia Optima Hybrid in the United

States. _ I 

104. Hyundai and Kia (collectively “Hyundai/Kia”) have made significant investments

in plant and equipment and significant employment of labor and capital in the United States

relating to the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid and Kia Optima Hybrid (“the Hytmdai/Kia Domestic

Industry Products”). In addition, Hyundai and Kia have made substantial investments in "

research and development regarding products practicing the Asserted Patents in the United

States. ‘
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105. - Another one of Complainants’ licensees is Toyota Motor Corporation, a Japanese

automaker that manufactures and sells hybrid electric vehicles. Toyota Motor Corporation is a

Japanese company located at 1 Toyota-Cho, Toyota City, Aichi Prefecture 471-8571, Japan. Its

subsidiary, Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., h1c., is a Califomia corporation with a place of business

at 19001 S. Western Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501.. Toyota Motor Corporation and Toyota

Motor Sales U.'S.A., Inc. (collectively, “Toyota”) sell, market, distribute, and repair the Toyota

Prius Hybrid (including the Prius, Prius c, Prius v, and Prius Prime), Toyota Canny Hybrid,

Toyota Highlander Hybrid, Toyota Avalon Hybrid, Toyota RAV4 Hybrid, Lexus CT Hybrid,

Lexus NX Hybrid, Lexus RX Hybrid, Lexus ES Hybrid, and Lexus GS Hybrid (“the Toyota

Domestic Industry Products”) in the United States. .

' 106. Toyota has made significant investments in plant and equipment and significant

employment of labor and capital in the United States relating to the Toyota Domestic Industry

Products. In addition, Toyota has made substantial investments in research and development

regarding products practicing the Asserted Patents in the United States.

107. Complainants also have other Confidential Licensees who have made significant

investments in plant and equipment and significant employment of labor and capital in the

United States relating to the Confidential"Licensees’ Domestic Industry Products. _

108. ‘Together, Hyundai/Kia, Toyota, and Confidential Licensees have made .

significant investments in plant and equipment and significant employment of labor and capital

in the United States relating to the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products, the Toyota '

Domestic Industry Products, and the Confidential Licensees’ Domestic Industry Products .

(collectively, “the Domestic Industry Products”), and have made substantial investments in
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research and development regarding products practicing the Asserted Patents in the United

States. ” i

III. PROPOSED RESPONDENT . .

, 109. , On information and belief, Ford Motor Company is a Delaware corporation

headquartered at 1 American Road, Dearborn, MI 48126. Respondent Ford Motor Company is

referred to as “Ford” or “Respondent.” _ _ - .

110. Ford, or others on its behalf, manufactures‘Accused Products under the Ford

brand name in Mexico and then imports them into the United States, sells them for importation

into the United States, sells them after importation into the United States,_and/or engages in

repair, service, and support related activities regarding these Accused Products.

IV. THE TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS AT ISSUE

111. The technologies at issue relate generally to various aspects related to the control

of the powertrain of hybrid electric vehicles. As will be described in detail below, the Asserted

Patents are directed to a novel hybrid electric vehicle controller and related methods for

coordinating the operation of the electric motor and gasoline engine of a hybrid electric vehicle

to maximize vehicle performance, fuel economy, and emissions efficiency.

I 12. Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 2l0.12(a)(l2), the Accused Products are Respondent’s

certain hybrid electric vehicles and components thereof that, without pennission, implement

Complainants’ patented technologies as described and claimed in the Asserted Patents. -Such

hybrid electric vehicles and components thereof include, but are not limited to, the Fusion

Hybrid, Fusion Plug-in Hybrid, and Lincoln MKZ Hybrid, and the powertrain components

contained therein, including but not limited to, the hybrid controller, high voltage battery,

internal combustion engine, and electric motors. i
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113. Below is a summary table showing which Accused Products infringe which of the

claims of the Asserted Patents, with independent claims in bold: A

Patent Asserted Claims Accused Products
7,104,347 1, 2, 7, 10, 15, 23, 24, 28, 31, 36, 37 Fusion Hybrid

' p Fusion Plug-in Hybrid
Lincoln MKZ Hybrid

7,237,634 1, 5, 6, 13, 16, 18, 25, 33, 53, 80, Fusion Hybrid
94, 95, 98, 99, 100, 101, 112, 215, Fusion Plug-in Hybrid
227, 235, 240, 267, 290 L1I1COl1‘lMKZ Hybrid

7,455,134 16, 17, 18, 40 Fusion Hybrid
Fusion Plug-in Hybrid
Lincoln MKZ Hybrid

7,559,388 1, 3 Fusion Hybrid
Fusion Plug-in Hybrid
Lincoln MKZ Hybrid

8,214,097 21, 30, 32, 33, 34 Fusion Hybrid
Fusion Plug-in Hybrid
Lincoln MKZ Hybrid

V. THE ASSERTED PATENTS

A. THE ’347 PATENT

_ 1. Identification of the Patent and Ownership by Paice and Abell

114. U.S. Patent No. 7,104,347 (“the ’347 Patent”) is entitled “Hybrid Vehicles” and

issued on September 12, 2006. The ’347 Patent issued from U.S. Patent Application No.

10/382,577 filed on March 7, 2003. The ’347 Patent lists Alex J; Severinsky and Theodore

Louckes as inventors.

115. Complainants are joint owners, by valid assignment, of the entire right, title and

interest in and to the ’347 Patent. Prior to issuance, the ’347 Patent inventors assigned all right,

title and interest in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/822,866 (parent application of Patent

Application Serial‘No. 10/382,577) to Paice. See Reel/Frame 11932-0488. Paice thereafler

assigned an undivided fractional interest in the ’347 Patent to Abell. See Reel/Frame 27704
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05_74._Certified copies of the assignment records of the ’347 Patent are attached as Exhibits 6

28. The ’347 Patent is valid, enforceable, and is currently in full force and effect.

116. Pursuant to Rule 2l0.l2(c) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by Appendices A (containing a certified copy and three 

additional copies of the prosecution history of the ’347 Patent) and F (containing four copies of

each reference mentioned in that prosecution history). ' _

' 2. Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention9 i V

117; The ’347 Patent claims an innovative control strategy for selecting operating

modes of a hybrid vehicle. Hybrid vehicles can operate in different operating modes, using the

electric motor, the gasoline engine, or both. The ’347 Patent determines the optimal operating

mode by evaluating the road load torque and comparing it to a setpoint and the maximum torque

output of the engine. ‘ p

- 118. Figure 9 shows that the controller selects Mode I (electric motor mode) if the road

load (RL) is under a setpoint of 30% of maximum torque output (MTO). "Alternatively, the

controller selects Mode IV (gasoline engine mode) if the road load is between the setpoint of _

30% and 100% of maximum torque output. If the controller determines that road load is greater

than 100% MTO, it selects Mode V, where the electric motor provides additional torque to

propel the vehicle beyond that provided by the gasoline engine. K

9
VThe content of this Complaint, including the non-technical description of the patented

invention, are not intended to interpret, nor to be used for the purposes of interpreting, the claims
or specification of the ’347 Patent. - - . ‘
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119. The following foreign patent(s) and/or patent app1icat1on(s)correspond to the

347 Patent:
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Foreign Counterparts to the ’347Patent

Agplication N0. Status
BR99l3684 ' Granted

CA2343056 Granted
CA2556195 Granted

CA2716246 Granted
CA2883981 Withdrawn

' DE6992221 Granted
EP1113943 . Granted
EPl522450 Withdrawn
EP1932704 ’ Granted
EP2289750 Granted
HK05109023.7 Withdrawn
HK1158583 Granted
JP2002525022 Granted
JP2004007944 Granted
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. Application No. Status
JP2006044649 Granted
JP3 67623 5 Abandoned
JP3779676 Granted
JP4459876 Granted

' KRl00466l65 Abandoned
MXPA0l002685 Granted
PCT/USI999/18844
PCT/US2002/010197

Expired
Expired

120. No other foreign patents or patent applications corresponding to the ’347 Patent

have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected.

4. Licenses to the ’347 Patent

121. Pursuant to Commission Rule 2l0.l2(a)[9)(iii), the licensees to the ’347 Patent

are Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, Toyota Motor Corporation, and

Confidential Licensees.

122. Complainants rely on the licenses to Hyundai/Kia, Toyota, and Confidential

Licensees to establish that a domestic industry exists with respect to the ’347 Patent. '°

B. THE ’634 PATENT 7

1. Identification of the Patent and Ownership by Paice and Abell p

123. U.S. Patent No. 7,237,634 (“the ’634 Patent”) is entitled “Hybrid Vehicles” and

issued on July 3, 2007. The _’634Patent issued from U.S. Patent Application No. l 1/229,762

filed on January 13, 2006. The ’634 Patent lists Alex J. Severinsky and Theodore Louckes as

inventors. . _ ' . .

1°Complainants are unable to provide a copy of the licenses required by Commission Rule
2l0.l2(a)(9)(iv), absent entry of a protective order, under the terms of the agreements.
Complainants Willprovide copies of these agreements upon entry of a protective order. _
Complainants note that copies of these agreements were provided to the Commission in the
course of Certain Hybrid Electric Vehiclesand Components Thereoj‘,Inv. No. 337-TA-998.
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124. Complainants are joint owners, by valid assignment, of the entire right, title and

interest in and to the ’634 Patent. Prior to issuance, the ’634 Patent inventors assigned all right,

title and interest in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. O9/822,866 (parent application of Patent

Application Serial No. ll/229,762) to Paice. See Reel/Frame 11932-0488. Paice thereafter

assigned an undivided fractional interest in the ’634 Patent to Abell. See Reel/Frame 27704

0574. Certified copies of the assignment records of the ’634 Patent are attached as Exhibits 6

28. The ’634 Patent is valid, enforceable, and is currently in full force and effect.~

125. Pursuant to Rule 210.l2(c) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by Appendices B (containing a certified copy and three additional

copies of the prosecution history of the ’634 Patent) and G (containing four copies of each

reference mentioned in that prosecution history).

- 2. Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention“

126. Similar to the ’347 Patent, the ’634 Patent claims an innovative control strategy

for selecting operating modes of a hybrid vehicle using road load and setpoint. In addition, the

’634 Patent claims applying road load-based hysteresis, using either a second setpoint or a

predetermined time delay, so that the operating mode is not repetitively switched simply because

one of the sensed parameters fluctuates around a defined setpoint. The ’634 Patent also claims

an inventive method of monitoring patterns, whereby an optimized control strategy may be

derived by monitoring patterns of vehicle operation over time and varying the setpoint

accordingly. - i

H The content of this Complaint, including the non-technical description of the patented
invention, are not intended to interpret, nor to be used for the purposes of interpreting, the claims
or specification of the ’634 Patent. ' _ '
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127. The following foreign patent(s) and/or patent applicat1on(s) correspond to the

’634 Patent:

128. No other foreign patents or patent applications correspondrng to the ’634 Patent

Foreign Counterparts to the ’634Patent

' Application N0. Status
BR99l3684 Granted
CA2343056 ' Granted
CA2556195 Granted

' CA2716246 Granted
CA2883981 ‘ Withdrawn
DE6992221 Granted
EPl113943 ' Granted
EP152245O Withdrawn
EP1932704 Granted
EP228975O Granted
HKO5lO9023.7 Withdrawn
HKl158583 Granted 

JP2002525022 Granted
JP2004007944 Granted
JP2006044649 Granted

' IP3676235 Abandoned
JP3779676 Granted
JP4459876 Granted
KRIO0466165 Abandoned
MXPA0lO02685 Granted V

PCT/USI999/18844 Expired
PCT/US2002/010197 Expired

have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected.

129. Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(a)(9)(iii), licensees to the ’634 Patent are

Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, Toyota Motor Corporation, and Confidential

Licensees.

Licenses to the ’634Patent
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130. Complainants rely on the licenses to Hyundai/Kia, Toyota, and Confidential

Licensees to establish that a domestic industry exists with respect to the ’63_4Patent.

C. THE ’134 PATENT _ ~.

1. Identification of the Patentand Ownership by Paice and Abell

131. U.S. Patent No. 7,455,134 (“the ’134'Patent”) is entitled “Hybrid Vehicles” and

issued on November 25, 2008. The ’134 Patent issued from U.S. Patent Application No.

11/429,457 filed on May 8,2006. The ’134 Patent lists Alex J. Severinsky and Theodore

Louckes as inventors.

9 132. Complainants are joint owners, byvalid assignment, of the entire right, title and

interest in and to the ’134 Patent. Prior to issuance, the ’134 Patent inventors_assigned all right,

title and interest in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/822,866 (parent application of Patent

Application Serial No. 11/429,457) to Paice. See Reel/Frame 11932-0488. Paice thereafter

assigned an undivided fractional interest in the ’134 Patent to Abell. Se'e Reel/Frame 277047

0574. Certified copies of the assignment records of the ’134 Patent are attached as Exhibits 6

28. The ’134 Patent is valid, enforceable, and is currently in full force and effect.

A133. Pursuant to Rule 210.12(c) of the Co1nmission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by Appendices C (containing four copiespofthe prosecution

history of the ’134 Patent)” and H (containing four copies of each reference mentioned in that

prosecution history), . 

12A certified copy of the prosecution history of the ’134 Patent has been ordered and will be
submitted to the Commission upon receipt. ' ~ "
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2. Non-TechnicalDescription of the Patented Invention“

134. The ’134 Patent relates to a hybrid vehicle that includes an internal combustion

engine, as well as one or more electric motors to supply torque to the driving Wheels of the i

vehicle. The patent relates to certain improved combinations of poweltrain and ancillary - p

components, and the sizing of those components, that improve the efficiency of the vehicle. For

example, the ’134 Patent recognizesthat in order to achieve the desired efficiency, the

components should be selected such that the ratioof the maximum voltage to maximum current

should be at least 2.5: 1.

135. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the hybrid vehicle components to be sized:
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13The content of this Complaint, including the non-technical description of the patented
invention, are not intended to interpret, nor to be used for the purposes of interpreting, the claims
or specification of the ’134 Patent. _
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136. The following foreign patent(s) and/or patent applicat1on(s) correspond to the

’134 Patent:

137. No other foreign patents or patent applications corresponding to the 134 Patent

-».r

3. Foreign Counterparts to the ’134Patent

Application No. Status
BR9913684 Granted
CA2343056 Granted
CA2556195 Granted
CA2716246 Granted
CA288398l Withdrawn

DE6992221 Granted
EP1113943 Granted
EP152245O Withdrawn
EP1932704 Granted
EP2289750 Granted
HK05109023 .7 Withdrawn
HK1158583 Granted
JP2002525022 ' Granted

’ JP2004007944 Granted '

JP2006044649 Granted '
JP3676235 Abandoned
IP37-79676 ' Granted
JP4459876 Granted

7 KR100466165  Abandoned
MXPAO1002685 Granted
PCT/US1999/18844 Expired
PCT/USZOO2/010197 Expired

have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected.

' C 138. Pursuant to Commission Rule 21O.12(a)(9)(iii), licensees to the 134 Patent are

Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, Toyota Motor Corporation, and Confidential

Licensees.

Licenses tolthe ’134Patent
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139. Complainants rely on the licenses to Hyundai/Kia, Toyota, and Confidential

Licensees to establish that a domestic industry exists Withrespect to the ’134 Patent.

" D. THE ’388 PATENT u 

1. Identification of the'Patent and Ownership by Paice and Abell .

1 140. U.S. Patent No. 7,559,388 (“the ’388 Patent”) is entitled “Hybrid Vehicles” and

issued on July 14, 2009. The ’388 Patent issued from U.S. Patent Application No. 11/429,408

filed on May 8, 2006. The ’388 Patent lists Alex J. Severinsky and Theodore Louckes as

inventors. - - .

141. Complainants are joint owners, by valid assignment, of the entire right, title and

interest in and to the ’388 Patent. Prior to issuance, the ’388 Patent inventors assigned all right,

title and interest in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/822,866 (parent application of Patent

Application Serial No. ll/429,408) to Paice. See Reel/Frame 11932-0488. Paice thereafter

assigned an undivided fractional interest in the ’388 Patent to Abell. See Reel/Frame 27704

0574. Certified copies of the assignment records ofthe ’388 Patent are attached as Exhibits 6

28. The ’388 Patent is valid, enforceable, and is currently in full force and effect.

142. Pursuant to Rule 210.l2(c) of the Corrm1ission’sRules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accompanied by Appendices D (containing four copies of the prosecution

history of the ’388 Patent)“ and I (containing four copies of each reference mentioned in that

prosecution history). . 1 V

14A certified copy of the prosecution history of the ’388 Patent has been ordered and Willbe
submitted to the Commission upon receipt. _
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2. Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention“

143. The ’388 Patent relates to a hybrid vehicle featuring a control strategy that

reduces emissions. The patent does this by limiting the rate of change of engine torque output to

a threshold value, even as the driver demands a rapid change in road load. The hybrid vehicle in

the patent uses a first motor and/or second motor to supply the remaining required torque heyond

the threshold of engine torque output. ‘ ~

144._ Figure 7 shows how the engine torque output falls short of the torque needed to

propel the vehicle starting at point D andithe rate of change of output torque of the engine

remains less than that of the torque required to propel the vehicle as they both increase, so that

the electric motor provides the rest of the torque: A
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. 3. Foreign Counterparts to the ’388 Patent _ "

145. r The following foreignpatent(s) and/or patent app1ication(s) correspond to the

’388 Patent: _ .

Application N0. " Status
BR9913684 . V Granted

" CA2343 056 Granted

l5_ The content of this Complaint, including the non-technical description of the patented’
invention, are not intended to interpret, nor to be used for the purposes of interpreting, the claims
or specification of the ’388 Patent. '
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146. No other foreign patents or patent applications corresponding to the ’388 Patent

have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected.

147. Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.l2(a)(9)(iii), licensees to the ’388 Patent are

Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, Toyota Motor Corporation, and Confidentral

Licensees.

1 148. Complainants rely on the licenses to Hyundai/Kia, Toyota, and Confidential

Licensees to establish that a domestic industry exists with respect to the ’388 Patent

Applicafion N0. Status
CA2556195 Granted
CA27 16246  Granted
CA2883981 Withdrawn
DE6992221 Granted
EP1113943 Granted
EPl522450 Withdrawn
EP1932704 Granted ‘

EP2289750 Granted
HK05109023.7 Withdrawn
HK1158583 ' Granted
JP2002525022 Granted

JP2004007944 . Granted
IP2006044649 Granted
JP3676235 Abandoned
JP3779676 Granted

GrantedJP4459876
KR100466l65 Abandoned
MXPA0l002685 Granted
PCT/US1999/18844 Expired
PCT/US2002/010197 Expired

4. Licenses to the ’388 Patent 



E. THE ’097 PATENT

1. Identification of the Patent and Ownership by Paice and Abell

149. U.S. Patent No. 8,214,097 (“the ’O97Patent”) is entitled “Hybrid Vehicles” and

issued on July 3, 2012. The ’O97Patent issued from U.S. Patent Application No. 13/065,704

filed on March 29, 2011. The ’O97Patent lists Alex J. Severinsky and Theodore Louckes as

inventors. ' - - .

150. Complainants are joint owners, by valid assignment, of the entire right, title and

interest in and to the ’O97Patent. Prior to issuance, the ’O97Patent inventors assigned all right,

title and interest in U.S. Patent Application Serial N0. 09/822,866 (parent application of Patent

Application Serial No. 13/065,704) to Paice. See Reel/Frame 11932-0488. Paice thereafter

assigned an undivided fractional interest in the ’O97Patent to Abell. See Reel/Frame 27704

0574. Certified copies of the assignment records of the ’O97Patent are attached as Exhibits 6

28. The ’O97Patent is valid, enforceable, and is currently in full force and effect. _ .

151. Pursuant to Rule 210.12(c) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,

this Complaint is accornpaniedby Appendices E (containing a certified copy and three additional

copies of the prosecution history of the ’O97Patent) and J (containing fourcopies of each

reference mentioned in that prosecution history). 

' 1. Non-Technical Description of the Patented Invention“

V 152. Similar to the ’388 Patent, the ’O97Patent relates to a hybrid vehicle featuring a

control strategy that reduces emissions. The patent does this by maintaining the gas engine at a "

substantially _stoichiometricair-fuel ratio even as the driver demands a rapid change in torque.

16The content of this Complaint, including the non-technical description of the patented
invention, are not intended to interpret, nor to be used for the purposes of interpreting, the claims
or specification of the ’O97 Patent. A _
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Rather than follow the request of the driver, the patent limits the rate of change of output torque

of the engine and makes up the difference using the electric motor of the hybrid

153. The following foreign patent(s) and/or patent applicat1on(s) correspond to the

’097 Patent:

154. No other foreign patents or patent applications corresponding to the ’097 Patent

have been filed, abandoned, withdrawn or rejected.“

2. Foreign Counterparts to the ’097Patent

Application N0. Status
BR9913684 Granted
CA2343056 Granted
CA2556l9S . Granted
CA27 16246 Granted
CA288398l Withdrawn
DE699222l Granted
EPl113943 Granted
EPl522450 Withdrawn
EPl932704 Granted
EP228975O Granted
HKO5 109023 .7 Withdrawn
HK1158583 Granted
JP2002525022 Granted
JP2004007944 Granted
JP2006044649 Granted
JP3676235 Abandoned
JP3779676 Granted
JP4459876 Granted
KRlO0466165 Abandoned
MXPA01002685 Granted
PCT/US1999/18844 Expired
PCT/US2002/010197 Expired



3. Licenses to the ’097 Patent

155. Pursuant to Commission Rule 21O.12(a)(9)(iii), licensees to the ’097 Patent are

Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, Toyota Motor Corporation, and Confidential

Licensees. . _

<156. Complainants rely on the licenses to Hyundai/Kia, Toyota, and Confidential

Licensees to establish that a domestic industry exists with respect to the ’097 Patent.

VI. UNFAIR ACTS OF PROPOSED RESPONDENT

~ 157. Upon information and belief, Respondent’s Accused Products directly infringe,

contributorily infringe, and/or induce the infringement of at least the Asserted Claims—z'.e,,

claims 1, 2, 7, 10, 15, 23, 24, 28, 31, 36, and 37 ofthe ’347 Patent; claims 1, 5, 6, 13, 16, 18, 25,

33, 53, 80, 94, 95, 98, 99, 100, 101, 112, 215, 227, 235, 240, 267, and 290 ofthe ’634 Patent;

claims 16, 17, 18, and 40 ofthe ’l34 patent; claims 1 and 3 ofthe ’388 Patent; and claims 21, 30,

32, 33, and 34 of the ’097 Patent. Discovery may reveal that Respondent infringes additional

claims of the Asserted Patents.

158. On information and belief, Respondent designs, manufactures, and tests the

Accused Products‘outside the United States, specifically, at least in Mexico. Respondent then

imports into the United States, sells for importation, and/or sells within the United States after

importation, the Accused Products. 

159. On information and belief, and by way of example, Respondent directly infringes,

contributorily infringes, and induces infringement of one or more of the Asserted Claims by

selling, selling for importation, and importing hybrid electric vehicles such as the Fusion Hybrid,

Fusion Plug-in Hybrid, and Lincoln MKZ Hybrid in the United States.

160.» Claim charts demonstrating how the Ford Accused Products infringe independent

claims 1 and 23, and exemplary dependent claims 2 and 24 of the ’347 Patent; independent
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claims 1, 33, 80, 215, and 267, and exemplary dependent claims 5, 95, and 227 of the ‘634 f

Patent; independent claim 1 (not asserted) and exemplary dependent claim 16 of the ’l34 patent;

independent claim 1 of the ’388 Patent; and independent claims 21 and 30 ofthe ’097 Patent are

attached to the Complaint as Exhibits 29-33, respectively. _

161. Further discovery may reveal additional infringing Accused Products and 

components thereof. _ A _

162. Respondent also induces, and continues to induce, infringement of the Asserted

Patents with the specific intent that these acts infringe the Asserted Patents. On information and

belief, Respondent actively induces others to infringe certain of the Asserted Claims by selling

the Accused Products to customers in the United States and by providing materials and

instructions for operation of Accused Products, with the specific intent and knowledge that the

materials and instructions direct, teach, or assist others to infringe the Asserted Claims. u

163. For example, Respondent, upon information and belief, instructs and encourages

customers to use the Accused Products in a marmer that infringes certain Asserted Claims of the

Asserted Patents. Respondent provides materials as well as userxmanuals that tout the hybrid

vehicle technology of the Accused Products and instructions on how to operate the Accused

Products. Respondent’s customers directly infringe certain Asserted Claims of the Asserted

Patents by using (e.g. , driving) the Accused Products because the Accused Products operate in a

manner that infringes the Asserted Patents whenever operated. For example, the Accused

Products automatically select hybrid operating modes in a manner that infringes the ’634 an.d

’347 Patents when operated. The Accused Products also automatically coordinate the electric

motor and gasoline engine to improve emissions in a manner that infringes the’388 and ’097

Patents when operated. The components in the Accused Products are also sized in such a way
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that the ratio of the maximum voltage_to maximum current is at least 2.5: 1, such that the

Accused Products infringe the ’l34 Patent.

164. “Respondent induced such infringing acts and knew or should-have known that

their actions would induce actual infringement of the Asserted Patents. Uponinformation and

belief, Respondent had actual notice of the Asserted Patents through Ford’s review of Paice’s

patent portfolio, including the ’672 Patent from which all of the Asserted Patents claim priority.

See Section l.C. Respondent also had actual notice of the Asserted Patents and the fact that the

Accused Products‘infringe the Asserted Patents at least by virtue of Paice’s forrnal written notice

to Ford of its infringement of the Asserted Patents on October 3, 2013, and Paice’s patent

infringement complaint against Ford detailing Ford’s infringement of the Asserted Patents on

February 19, 2014. See Section l.H. Respondent also has actual knowledge and notice based on

the service of this Complaint by the Commission. _

165. Respondent also contributorily infringes certain Asserted Claims through its sale

and offers to sell within the United States and/or import into the United States components of the

Accused Products, constituting a material part of the Asserted Claims, knowing the same to be

especially‘made or especially adapted for use in an infringement ofthe Asserted Patents, and not

a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial non-‘infringinguse. For

example, on information and belief, the Accused Products and/or components thereof are

specifically designed for use in infringement of the Asserted Claims. Due to their specific

designs, the Accused Products and/or components thereof do not have any substantial non

infringing uses.

166. For example, Respondent, upon information and belief, sells for importation into

the United States, imports into the United States, sells within the United States after importation,
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and/or repairs, services, or supports Accused Products having a controller that selects operating

modes and embodies a material part of the inventions claimed in the ’347 and ’634 Patents, for

which there is no suitable or substantial non-infringing use, and which is known by Respondent

to be made or especially adapted for use in the infringement of the ’347 and ’634 Patents, '

Additionally, Respondent, upon infonnation and belief, sells for importation into the United

States, imports into the United States, sells within the United States after importation, and/or

repairs, services, or supports Accused Products having a controller that coordinates the operation

of the electric motor and gasoline engine and embodies a material part of the inventions claimed

by the ’388 and ’097 Patents, for which there is no suitable or substantial non-infringing use, and

which is known by Respondent to be made or especially adapted for use in the infiingement of

the ’388 and ’O97Patents. Furthermore, Respondent, upon information and belief, sells for

importation into the United States, imports into the United States, sells within the United States

after importation, and/or repairs, services, or supports Accused Products with components sized

in such a way that the ratio of the maximum voltage to maximum current is at least 2.511and

embody amaterial part of the inventions claimed by the ’134 Patent, for which there is no .

suitable or substantial non-infringinguse, and which are known by Respondent to be made or

especially adapted for use in the infringement of the ’134 Patent. i

167. Respondent sells, offers to sell within the,United States, and/or imports into the

United States the Accused Products and/or‘components thereof with the knowledge that the ,

devices infringe the Asserted Patents. Upon infonnation and belief, Respondent had actual

notice of the Asserted Patents through Ford’s review of Paice’s patent portfolio, including the

’672 Patent from which all of the Asserted Patents claim priority. See Section I.C. Respondent

also hadactual notice of the Asserted Patents the fact that the Accused Products infringe the
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Asserted Patents at least by virtue of Paice’s formal written notice to-Ford of its infringement of

the Asserted Patents on October 3, 2013, and Paice’s patent infringement complaint against Ford

detailing Ford’s infringement of the Asserted Patents on February 19, 2014. See Section I.H.

Respondent also has actual knowledge and notice based on the service of this Complaint by the

Commission. ‘

VII. SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND SALE

168. Respondent, or others on its behalf, manufactures the Accused Products in

Mexico or.another foreign country and then imports them into the United States, sells them for

importation into the United States and/or sells them afier importation into the United States. For

instance, Exhibits 34-35 are vehicle history reports indicating that Ford Fusion Hybrids, Fusion

Plug-in Hybrids, and Lincoln MKZ Hybrids are manufactured in Mexico. '

169. Respondent imports‘and sells Accused Products throughout the United States.

For example, Exhibit 36 is a page from a website of an authorized Ford dealer in Baltimore,

Maryland, showing that the dealer has imported and is offering for sale in the United States the

Ford Fusion Hybrid bearing VIN No. 3FA6POLU1HRl 17124. Exhibit 34 is a vehicle history 

report showing that the same vehicle was manufactured in Mexico. Exhibit 37 is a page from a

website of an authorized Ford dealer in Gaithersburg, Maryland showing that the dealer has

imported and is offering for sale in the United States the Lincoln MKZ Hybrid bearing VIN No.

3LN6L5MU8HR609422. Exhibit 35 is a vehicle history report showing that the same vehicle

was manufactured in Mexico. On information and belief, these vehicles, as well as the other

Accused Products, were purchased by a dealer from Respondent after Respondent imported these

vehicles into the United States. ' i i ‘
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170. Discovery is expected to reveal additional specific acts of Respondent’s

importation, sale for importation, and/or sale after importation of the Accused Products. A

VIII. CLASSIFICATION UNDER THE HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE

171. The Accused Products are believed to fall within atileast the following '

classifications of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (“HTSUS”): 8501.32.45,

8507.80.40, 8703.21.00, 8703.22.00, 8703.23.00, 8703.24.00, 8703.31.00, 8703.32.00,

8703.33.00, 8703.90.00, 9902.10.93. These HTSUS numbers are illustrative,‘and are not

intended to limit in any way the scope of this investigation.

IX. LICENSEES

172. As set forth above, certain licenses exist to the Asserted Patents, including

licenses with Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, Toyota Motor Corporation,

and Confidential Licensees. See Confidential Exhibit 99. There are no other licensees to the

Asserted Patents.

X. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY '

173. As required by Section 337(a)(2) and defined by Section 337(a)(3), a domestic

industry exists ir1the United States in connection vvitharticles protected by the ’347, ’634, ’134,

’388, and ’097 Patents as the result of the domestic activities related to products that practice the

Asserted Patents due to (1) significant investments of licensees Hyundai/Kia, Toyota, and A

Confidential Licensees in certain hybrid electric vehicles, including the Domestic Industry

Products, and (2) substantial investments of Complainants relating to and in support of their

licensing activities of the Asserted.Patents.
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A. ECONOMIC PRONG

1. Significant Domestic Activities Related to Domestic In_dustryProducts

a) Hyundai and Kia’s Significant Domestic Investments Related
V to HyundaifKia Domestic Industry Products ~

I74. Although Hyundai and Kia manufacture the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry

Products abroad, on information and belief, as discussed below, Hyundai and Kia conduct

significant domestic activities in the United States relating to the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry

Products. These activities include significant investment in plant and equipment and significant

employment of labor and capital in the United States. The Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry

Products are sold by authorized Hyundai and Kia dealerships throughout the United States.

Hy1mdai’sand Kia’s authorized dealerships have significant commercial activities in the United

States relating to the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products, including investment in plant and

equipment and employment of labor and capital. On information and belief, Hyundai’s and

Kia’s authorized dealerships have made and continue to make significant investment in plant

facilities and equipment in the United States dedicated to the sales, research, development,

distribution, product and customer support, testing and quality management, and warranty and _

repair services for the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products. a

P175. For example, Hyundai’s and Kia’s authorized dealerships repair and service the

Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products pursuant to Hyundai’s and Kia’s manufacturer-backed

warranty program. The Hyundai/Kia_Domestic Industry Products are supported"by an extensive

warranty and service program. For example, the powertrain of every Hyundai vehicle is covered

by a full manufacturer-backed warranty for the first 10 years or 100,000 miles. See Exhibit 38 at

I6. Hyundai also offers a 10 year/100,000 mile warranty on the Hybrid Starter/Generator,

Hybrid Power Control Unit, Automatic Transmission, and Traction Motor as well as a lifetime
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warranty on the Hybrid Battery. Exhibit 38 at 22. Similarly, the poweitrain of every Hyundai

and Kia vehicle are covered by a full manufacturer-backed warranty for the first 10 years or

100,000 miles. See Exhibit 39 at 3. Kia also offers a 10 year/ 100,000 mile warranty on the

Hybrid Starter/Generator, Hybrid Power Control Unit, Automatic Transmission, and Traction

Motor as well as a lifetime warranty on the Hybrid Battery. Exhibit 39 at 14. Discovery will

further reveal the extent to which these activities relate to the Hytmdai/Kia Domestic Industry

Products. '

176. On information and belief, under Hyundai’s and Kia’s manufacturer-backed

warranty, the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products are refurbished by Hyundai’s and Kia’s

authorized dealerships in the United States using replacement parts purchased from Hyundai and

Kia. See Exhibit 40. When one of Hyundai’s and Kia’s authorized dealerships repairs a vehicle

covered by HyLmdai’sand Kia’s warranty plan, Hyundai and Kia reimburse the dealer for the

cost of the repair. For instance, according to Hyundai’s fiscal year 2014 annual report, Hyundai

accounted for $5.1 billion dollars of warranty repair during fiscal year 2014. Exhibit 41 at 66

(showing $5.1 billion (5,613.785 billion Korean Won) paid during the fiscal year 2014 towards

product warranties). Hyundai’s sales of the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid in the United States account

for approximately 1.15% percent of Hyundai’s total units sold. Exhibit 42 (showing 1,878,532

units sold worldwide)“;Exhibit 43 (showing 21,761 Hyundai Sonata Hybrids sold in United

States). Hyundai, therefore, accounts for approximately $59 million on warranty and repair 

related to Hyundai Sonata Hybrids in the United States. Discovery will further reveal the extent

to which this amount is attributable to the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products.

177. Similarly, according to Kia"s fiscal year 2014 annual report, Kia accounted for

$913 million dollars of warranty repair during fiscal year 2014. Exhibit 44 at 104 (showing $913
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million (997.232 billion Korean Won) paid during the fiscal year 2014 towards product

warranties). Kia’s sales of the Kia Optima Hybrid in the United States account for

approximately 0.82% percent of Kia’s total units sold. Exhibit 45 (showing 1,706,002 units sold

worldwide); Exhibit 45 (showing 13,919 Kia Optima Hybrids sold in United States). Kia,

therefore, accounts for approximately $7.4 million on warranty and repair related to Kia Optima

Hybrids in the United States. Discovery will further reveal the extent to which this amount is 

attributable to the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products. I '

178. Hyundai and Kia also maintain research and development facilities in the United

States. Attached as Exhibit 46 is a page from Hyundai’s website detailing Hyundai’s and Kia’s

joint research and design facility in Superior Township, Michigan. On information and belief,

Hyundai and Kia perform extensive research and testing of the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry

Products at this facility. Discovery will further reveal the extent to which the investment into

this facility and its operation are attributable to the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products. '

179. Based on the foregoing, there exists a domestic industry with respect to the

Asserted Patents, as defined under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3), including the significant investment

in plant and equipment and significant employment of labor and capital by Hy1mdai’sand Kia’s

franchised dealers, in connection with, inter alia, customer support, warranty services, repair

services, and parts for the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products and significant investment in

research and development with respect to the Asserted Patents in the United States. _

. . b) Toyota’s Significant Domestic Investments Related to Domestic
» Industry Products , ‘ i . _

- 180. Although Toyota manufactures the Toyota Domestic Industry Products abroad, on

information and belief, as discussed below, Toyota conducts significant domestic activities in the

United States relating to the Toyota Domestic Industry Products. These activities include
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$l2.414 billion dollars of warranty repair during the fiscal year ending March 31, 2016. Exhibit

48 (showing 1.403 billion Japanese Yen ($l2.414 billion) paid during the year ending March 31,

2016 towards “[l]iabilities for quality assurances,” which includes “[l]iabilities for product

warranties and liabilities for recalls and other safety measures”). Toyota’s sales of the Toyota V

Domestic Industry Productsiin the United States account for approximately2.39% percent of

Toyota’s total units sold. Exhibit 50 (showing 10,312,400 units sold worldwide); Exhibit 51

(showing 246,414 hybrid vehicles sold in United States). Toyota, therefore, accounts for .

approximately $296.7 million on warranty and repair related to the Toyota Domestic Industry

Products in the United States. Discovery will further reveal the extent to which this amount is

attributable to the Toyota Domestic Industry Products.

183. Toyota also maintains research and development facilities in the United States.

Attached as Exhibit 49 is a page from Toyota’s website detailing Toyota’s research and

development organizations in the United States, including Toyota Motor Engineering &

Manufacturing North America, Inc.’s product planning, vehicle engineering and evaluation, and

basic researchiactivities in Michigan, Califomia, Arizona, and Washington, DC. On information

and belief, Toyota performs extensive research and testing of the Toyota Domestic Industry

Products at these facilities. Discovery will further reveal the extent to which the investment into

this facility and its operation are attributable to the Toyota Domestic Industry Products.

" 184. Based onthe foregoing, there exists a domestic industry with respect to the '

Asserted Patents, as defined under 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3), including the significant investment

in plant and equipment and significant employment of labor and capital by Toyota’s authorized

dealers, in connection with, inter alia, customer support, warranty services, repair services, and
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parts for the Toyota Domestic Industry Products and significant investment in research and

development with respect to the Asseited Patents in the United States. '

c) Confidential Licensees’ Significant Domestic Investments
Related to Domestic Industry Products

185. iAlthough the Confidential Licensees manufacture their Domestic Industry

Products abroad, on information and belief, as discussed below, the Confidential Licensees . "

conduct significant domestic activities in the United States relating to their Domestic Industry

Products. These activities include significant investment in plant and equipment and significant

employment of labor and capital in the United States. The Confidential Licensees’ Domestic

Industry Products are sold throughout the United States by authorized dealerships, which have

significant commercial activitiesin the United States relating to the Domestic hidustry Products,

including investment in plant and equipment and employment of labor and capital. On

information and belief, the authorized dealerships have made and continue to make significant

investment in plant facilities and equipment in the United States dedicated to the sales, research,

development, distribution, product and customer support, testing and quality management, and

warranty and repair services for the Confidential Licensees’ Domestic Industry Products.

' 186. For example, the authorized dealerships repair and service the Confidential

Licensees’ Domestic Industry Products pursuant to manufacturer-backed warranty program. The

Domestic Industry Products are supported by an extensive warranty and service program. For

example,_newvehicles are covered by a full manufacturer-backed warranty for the first 4 years

or 50,000 miles, whichever occurs first. See Confidential Exhibit 52. The Confidential

Licensees pay the cost of customer warranty claims from the sale of vehicles, components, and

genuine parts. See Confidential Exhibit 53 at 259. Discovery Willftuther reveal the.extent of the
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employment of labor and capital attributable to the Confidential Licensees’ Domestic Industry

Products. _ _

187. Based on the foregoing, there exists a domestic industry with respect to the

Asserted Patents, as defined under 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3), including the significant investment

in plant and equipment and significant employment of labor and capital by Confidential 

Licensee’s authorized dealers, in connection with, inter alia, customer support, warranty

services, repair services, and parts for the Confidential Licensees’ Domestic Industry Products

and significant investment in research and development with respect to the Asseited Patents in

the United States.

2. Complainants’ Substantial Domestic Industry Investment

188. Complainants have made, and continue to make, substantial investments in the

United States exploiting the Asserted Patents through their licensing activities. For example, 

Paice’s current business model is to license Paice’s patents. From August 2010 to present, Paice

has made substantial investments in operating expenses relating to or supporting its licensing

activities, as well as in compensation for its management team whose efforts are related to or

supporting licensing activities, such as investigating potential licensees, solicitinglicensing

arrangements, negotiating license agreements, and pursuing licenses through litigation when

necessary, relating to the Asserted"Patents. See Confidential Exhibit 54.

B. TECHNICAL PRONG .

189. Hyundai and Kia are licensed to practice the Asseited Patents. Hyundai and Kia

design, develop, manufacture, and sell hybrid vehicles that use technology claimed by the

Asseited Patents. Claim charts demonstrating how the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid is covered by an

exemplary claim of the ’347, ’634, ’388, and ’097 Patents are attached as Exhibits 55-58. The

Hyundai Sonata Hybrid is representative of the Kia Optima Hybrid because both vehicles share
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the same hybrid powertrain. Complainants also note that in October 2015, a jury in the District

of Maryland found that the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid and Kia Optima Hybrid infringed the ’347,

’634, ’388, and ’097 Patents. Therefore, the Hyundai/Kia Domestic Industry Products are

protected by the ’347, ’634, ’388, and ’097 Patents, and a domestic industry for those articles

exists. ' V

190. . Toyota is licensed to practice the Asserted Patents. Toyota designs, develops,

manufactures, and sells hybrid vehicles that use technology claimed by the Asserted Patents.

Claim charts demonstrating how the Toyota Prius Hybrid is covered by an exemplary claim of

each of the ’097, ’134, and ’388 Patents are attached as Exhibits 59-61. Therefore, the Toyota

Domestic Industry Products are protected by the ’097, ’l34, and ’388 Patents, and a domestic

industry for those articles exists.

191. The Confidential Licensees are licensed to practice the Asserted Patents, and

design, develop, manufacture, and sell hybrid vehicles that use technology claimed by the

Asserted Patents. Claim charts demonstrating how the Confidential Licensees’ Domestic

Industry Product is covered by an exemplary claim of each of the Asserted Patents are attached

as Exhibits 62-64. Therefore, the Confidential Licensees’ Domestic Industry Products are

protected by the 7347, ’634, and ’O97Patents, and a domestic industry for those articles exists.

XI; RELATED LITIGATION

192. Complainants asserted the ’347, ’634, ’388, and ’097 Patents against Hyundai

Motor Company, Hyundai Motor America, Kia Motors Corporation, and Kia Motors America,

Inc. in the United States District Court for the District of Maryland, styled as Paice LLC and

Abell Foundation, Inc. v. Hyundai Motor Company et al., C.A. No. 1:12-cv-00499 (D. Md.). In

October 2015,ithe jury found that all asserted claims were valid and infringed by the accused
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Hyundai Sonata Hybrid and Kia Optima Hybrid. The parties settled shortly thereafter in

December 2015, and Hyundai and Kia took a license to all Paice patents.

193. Paice asserted the ’347 and ’634 Patents against Toyota Motor Corporation,

Toyota Motor North America, Inc., and ‘ToyotaMotor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. in the United States

District Court for the Eastem District of Texas, styled as Paice LLC v. Toyota Motor

Corporation et al. , C.A. No. 2:07-cv-180 (E.D. Tex.).17 The parties settled all of their pending

matters in July 2010, and Toyota took a license to the ‘347, ‘634 and all other Paice patents.

194. Complainants asserted the ’347, ’634, and ’097 Patents against Volkswagen AG,

Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., Dr. Ing. H. C. F. Porsche AG, Porsche Cars North

Amenca, Inc., Audi AG, and Audi of America, LLC at the International Trade Commission, '

styled as Section 337 Investigation of Certain Hybrid Electric Vehicles and Components Thereof

(No. 337-TA-998). The parties entered into a settlement agreement in December 2_016,and the

Investigation has been terminated.

195. Complainants are asserting the ’347, ’634, ’388, ’097, and ’l34 Patents against

Ford Motor Company in the _UnitedStates District Court for the District of Maryland, styled as

Paice LLC and Abell Foundation, Inc. v. Ford Motor Company, C.A. No. 1:14-cv-00492 (D.

Md.). The case is stayed pending the inter partes review proceedings filed by Ford mentioned

below.

196. TheI’347 patent is or has been subject to inter partes review proceeding numbers

IPR20l4-00571, IPR20l4-00579, IPR2014-00884, IPR2015-00794, and IPR2015-00795; the

’634 patent is or has been subject to inter partes review proceeding numbers IPR2014-00904,

IPR20l4-01416, IPR20l 5-00606, IPR2015-00722, IPR20l5-00758, IPR2015-00784, IPR2015

17Paice also asserted U.S. Patent 5,343,970 against Toyota in Investigation No. 337-TA-688.
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00785, lPR2015-00787, IPR2015-00790, IPR2015-00791, IPR2015-00799, IPR2015-00800, and

IPR20l5-00801; the ’388 patent is or has been subject to inter partes review proceeding number

IPR2014-00875; and the ’O97patent is or has been subject to inter partes review proceeding

ntunbers IPR2014-00570, IPR2014-01415, and [PR2015-00792; and the ’134 patent is or has

been subject to inter partes review proceeding numbers IPR2014-00568, IPR2014-00852, and

IPR20l5-00767. The inter partes review proceedings are in various procedural stages. In >

particular, lPR2014-00570, IPR 2014-00571, IPR2014-00579, IPR2014-00875, lPR20l4-00884,

IPR2014-00904, lPR2014-01416, lPR2014-01415, lPR2015-00606, IPR2015-00722, IPR2015

00758, lPR201S-00784, lPR2015-00785, IPR2015-00787, lPR2015-00790, IPR2015-00791, V

IPR2015-00792, IPR2015-00794, lPR2015-00795, lPR2015-00799, IPR2015-00800, and 

IPR2015—00801are on appeal at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit as Case Nos.

2016-1411, 2016-1412, 2016-1415, 2016-1647, 2016-1745, 2016-1746, 2016-2033, 2016-2034,

2017-1457, 2017-1263, 2017-1387, 2017-1308, 2017-1388, 2017-1309, 2017-1310, 2017-1311,_

2017-1406, 2017-1442, 2017-l443,_2017-1458, 2017-1264, and 2017-1390 respectively.

197. With respect to the asserted claims of the ’347 patent, the Patent Trial and Appeal

Board (“PTAB”) found claim 24 valid; declined to institute inter partes review against claim 2;

and found claims 1, 7, 10, 15, 23, 28, 36, and 37 invalid. Paice has appealed each invalidity

finding. Ford did not challenge the validity of claim 31 via inter partes review.

198. With respect to the asserted claims of the ’634 patent, the PTAB declined’to

institute inter partes review against claims 5, 33, 53, 95, 100, and found claims 1, 6, 13, 16, 18,

25, 80, 94, 98, 99, 112,-215, 235, 240, 267, and 290 invalid. Paice has appealed each invalidity

finding. Ford did not challenge the validity of claims 101 and 227 via,inter partes review.
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199. With respect to the asserted claims of the ‘134 patent, the PTAB declined to

institute inter partes review against claims 16, 17, 18, and 40. _

200. With respect to the asserted claims of the ’388 patent, the PTAB found claims 1

and 3 invalid. Paice has appealed each invalidity finding. _

201. With respect to the asserted claims of the ’O97patent, the PTAB found claims 21

30, 32, 33, and 34 invalid. Paice has appealed each invalidity finding.

202. There are no other litigations or administrative proceedings involving the

Asserted Patents.

XII. REQUESTED RELIEF _

WHEREFORE, by reason of the foregoing, Complainants request that the United States

International Trade Commission:

(a) . lnstitute an immediate investigation, pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of

1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, with respect to violations of Section 337 based on

Respondent’s unlawful importation ‘intothe United States, sale for importation into the United

States, and/or sale within the United States after importation of hybrid electric vehicles and

components thereof, that infringe one or more claims of United States Patent Nos. 7,104,347;

7,237,634; 7,455,134; 7,559,388; and 8,214,097. _ 

' (b) Schedule and conduct a hearing on the unlawful acts and, following the hearing,

determine that there has been a violation of Section 337; ' "'

(c) Issue a permanent limited exclusion order, pursuant to Section 337(d) of the

Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, excluding from entry into the United States all of Respondent’s

hybrid electric vehicles and componentsthereof, that infringe one or more claims of United _

States Patent Nos. 7,104,347; 7,237,634; 7,455,134; 7,559,388; and 8,214,097.
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(d) Issue permanent cease and desist orders, pursuant to Section 337(f) of the Tariff

Act of 1930, as amended, directing each Respondent to cease and desist from the importation,

marketing, advertising, demonstrating, Warehousing inventory for distribution, sale and use of

Respondent’s hybrid electric vehicles and components thereof, that infringe"one or more claims

ofUnited States Patent Nos. 7,104,347; 7,237,634; 7,455,134; 7,559,388; and 8,214,097.

V (e) Impose a bond upon Respondent to the extent it continues to import infringing

articles during the 60-day-Presidential review period per .19U.S.C. § 1337(i); and grant such

other and further relief as the Commission deems just and proper based on the facts determined

by the investigation and the authority of the Commission.
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Respectfully submitted,

‘ IndranilMuke1ji _
Ahmed J. Davis
Ralph A. Phillips '
Thomas S. Fusco
Brian J. Livedalen
Daniel A. Tishman '
FISH & RICHARDSON P.C.

" 1425 K Street NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel: (202)783-5070
Fax: (202) 783-2331

FISH & ICH s P.C.

Dated: February 2, 2017 V - 0

_ ffinB.Cordell D

John S. Goetz
FISH & RICHARDSON P.C.
153 East 53“ Street
New York, NY 10022.

Counsel for Complainants ~
Paice LLC and Abell Foundation, Inc
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